We are the cultural association "Brisighella's Medieval Drums". This PDF is for informational purposes. The
Association celebrates, this year, 30 years of uninterrupted activity.
For those who do not know us, here a few words about our group: the group consists of 30 young people, highly
skilled musician of rhythm and percussion. The group borns artistically in 1984, afterward a supplementary
experience in primary schools, from then on it is no longer loose. Soon was placed in programs of Medieval
Feasts of Brisighella, where in about thirty editions has always been present. The same review “brisighellese” see
our Association still featured as the official historical group.
Our performance using the largest existing shoulder drum called "Eardrum". With this instrument we produce a
dull sound, loud, violent and noisy, typical of rhythms of the dark ages of history.
In the middle ages, in fact, with the use of the drum, not only pursuing the melody sound (which he did in the
Renaissance with the use of drums "snare" and "tom") but we wanted to get back into the world people's
attention clearly. In particular, it used to signal the start of an event and relaying the knightly tournaments
gatherings.
We have many years of experience and a particular technique achieved through studies, research and historical
music. The impetuous percussion expressed by our group of large drums proved suggestiveness and emotion to
the public.
Our performances are choreographed and accompaniments for historical parades, reenactments, palios and
costume parties.
Over the years we have helped to enrich and enhance culturally numerous events throughout Italy. Include
participation in historic fashion in Italian towns of: Ravenna, Milan, Saronno, Cesena, Faenza, Salsomaggiore,
Calenzano, Mirano, Monteveglio, Legnano, Buccheri, Bolzano etc. among the most important are Trento,
L'Aquila, Rovereto, Finale Emilia, Mirandola, Pavia, Riva del Garda, Cividale del Friuli, Avio, Pavone Canavese.
Many requests have been received from abroad, including the Carnival of Patras and Dublin, where in 2009 we
participated as the only Italian group the famous parade of St. Patrick's day.
This year 2014 is a very important and of great celebration for us and all members of the Group wish to publicize
the Association even in countries, cities and events that has never been present, enriching and completing a
"tour" of dates that will bring around Italy and Europe the rushing sounds of Medieval Drums of Brisighella.
With the hope to cooperate with you in the future we invite you to follow us on our internet site
www.tamburimedioevali.it where a short follow-up dates and our events to which you are warmly invited to
celebrate with us.
Yours sincerely.

